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. (57) ABSTRACT
(75) Inventor: Chun-Chi Huang, Hsmchu (TW)

The present invention is to provide a network system for
Correspondence Address: transmitting various signals and power, which comprises at
BACON & THOMAS, PLLC least a power sourcing equipment and at least a powered
625 SLATERS LANE, FOURTH FLOOR device over a network. Each ofthe power sourcing equipment
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314-1176 (US) and the powered device has at least a port, wherein a first

isolated conductor is disposed at one side of the port while a
(73) Assignee: Alpha Networks 1116-, Hsinchu second isolated conductor is disposed at the other side of the

(TW) port and creates a power circuit for transmitting power in
combination with the first isolated conductor. Four differen-

(21) APP1~ N0-3 11/822900 tial signal pairs of the port, each with two conductors, are
. disposed between the first isolated conductor and the second

(22) Flled: Jul. 119 2007 isolated conductor, wherein each of the power sourcing
equipment and the powered device transmits Ethernet signals
through two of the differential signal pairs of its port and

(51) Int. Cl, transmits other network signals through the other two differ-
G06F 1/26 (2006.01) ential signal pairs.
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